Priscilla Wong, a Visual Development Artist at DreamWorks Animation, teaches you how to create a scrapbook just like Poppy’s!

How To Scrapbook Like Trolls: https://bit.ly/3aQm5KB
Go on YouTube and visit the DreamWorksTV channel to check out how you can draw Tiny Diamond, from director Walt Dohrn!

Draw Tiny Diamond: https://youtu.be/8c4mLsWCppI
Go on YouTube and visit the DreamWorksTV channel to check out how you can draw Poppy from Head of Story, Tim Heitz!

Draw Poppy: https://youtu.be/Tm8viXpHzDc
Go on YouTube and visit the DreamWorksTV channel to check out how you can draw Branch, from Head of Story, Tim Heitz!

Draw Branch: https://youtu.be/tFOFGh69HUI
Color, cut out and hang these decorations with string to make your premiere party unique to you. Make these decorations extra special by adding glitter or sequins!
Print, cut out and hang these decorations with string to make your premiere party unique to you. Make these decorations extra special by adding glitter or sequins!
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Connect the dots to reveal this Reggaeton dance battle picture!
Follow the string to find your way to King Trollex. You can follow the string over and under other strings, but you're at a dead end if the string breaks.
Ask a parent to help you take photos. Check the boxes of the things you find outside.
BOREDOM BUSTING
CUP TOWER CHALLENGE

Create a tower of cups and cards, then see if you have the skill to remove the cards without knocking down the tower!

YOU’LL NEED:
5 Plastic Cups
4 Index Cards

SETTING UP THE TOWER:
1. Place a cup upside down on a level surface.
2. Lay an index card on top of the cup.
3. Repeat these steps until all cards and cups are stacked.

BRINGING DOWN THE TOWER
1. QUICKLY pull the card out from under the top cup.
2. If you do it carefully enough, it will drop straight down onto the cup below.
3. Continue pulling each card away. Can you stack all the cups without knocking down the tower?